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	Through research and education, the Signage Foundation, Inc. analyzes and communicates the societal benefits of on-premise signage.
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	NATIONAL SIGNAGE RESEARCH & EDUCATION CONFERENCE REINFORCES THE BUSINESS BENEFITS OF SIGNAGE

October 11, 2013_ Signage can be a vital component of a business’ success, according to  numerous studies released during the recent National Signage Research & Education Conference (NSREC) sponsored by the Signage Foundation, Inc., in conjunction with the University of Cincinnati’s Colleges of Business and Design, Architecture, Art and Planning (DAAP).

Research showed:

	Stores that added an electronic message center (EMC) saw an increase in both store sales and the number of transactions, according to early results from a research report, “Business Makeover Case Study: The Economic Impact of Electronic Message Centers” by University of Cincinnati researchers Michael Jones and Jeff Rexhausen. Stores saw an initial boost of 2.55% in store sales and 2.6% in transactions within a week of adding an EMC; those sales increases held up when compared over a year as well.
	Shoppers were more likely to notice the EMC. In all, 41% said they read the EMC, compared to 28% who had read a manual sign, according to the retailer’s previous research contained in “Business Makeover Case Study.” And 21% remembered the message on the EMC, compared to 10% who recalled the message on the manual sign. EMCs were most likely to be noticed by parents, African-Americans and frequent shoppers.
	Signs continue to have a place in the evolving media landscape, according to consumers in “Additional Insights from the BrandSpark/Better Homes and Gardens American Shopper Study: A Three-Year, Longitudinal Update,” released by James J. Kellaris, University of Cincinnati professor. Nearly 8 in 10 shoppers disagree with the idea that smartphones will eliminate the need for signs in the future, while only 6% agreed. 
	Kellaris also polled consumers on what makes a sign hard to read. Key factors that negatively affect legibility are:
    	Letters too small (83.3%)
	Placement of the sign makes it hard to see (71.4%)
	The sign is not sufficiently lit at night (63.6%)
	The color of the letters does not stand out from the background (60.3%)
	The letters use a fancy font (47.8%)
	The letters are spaced too closely together (35.6%)
	The sign looks very similar to other signs nearby (34.4%)


    


In all, several hundred academicians, planners, marketing experts and sign company representatives attended the two-day conference. In addition to the research presentations mentioned above, attendees received insight into: navigating community aesthetics and sign regulations; a new method for determining the value of a sign based on the number of viewers it reaches; public art and urban design; signage along historic U.S. Route 50; and urban wayfinding.

The session also included a discussion of proposed research topics for 2014: Economic Value of Illuminated Versus Non-Illuminated Signs; Signs and Downtown Development; Temporary Signs; Cost of Replacing the Exposures, an Approach to Sign Valuation; Economic Value of Signage: Annual Case Studies; an opinion survey of the planning community’s perception of signs. And also, providing the news spy overview for traders to easily trade cryptocurrency. The News Spy is a cryptocurrency trading software that operates without the need for human intervention. It determines when to buy and sell the desired assets in order to bring maximum profit to the trader.

The research presented at the 2013 NSREC will be available in the coming weeks on the Signage Foundation website, www.thesignagefoundation.org.
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The Challenge

On-premise signage is one of the backbones of commerce. Centuries before the advent of the printing press and today’s modern graphic and electronic communication media, signage played a significant role in advertising the availability of goods and services. And signage, in all its various forms, is no less important a communication medium now than it was then. Despite its many contributions to retail vibrancy in our economy, questions are continually being raised about the value of signage and its social and economic impact and value. Until recently, there has been no single organization on the national level devoted solely to the development of peer-reviewed research and education that addresses on-premise signage for all concerned constituencies. That is where The Signage Foundation Inc. comes in.

The Signage Foundation, Inc. (SFI) works to promote signage in the societal sense, educating the public about its social, economic and aesthetic value to the at-large society, emphasizing to users how to maximize their communication effectiveness. The Foundation focuses on bringing education to sign users and to those who interact with sign users, including advertising agencies, lenders, appraisers, attorneys, regulators, business form franchisers and small businesses.

SFI works to develop the most effective means possible to deliver information on the economic, social and communication value of on-premise signage to the end-using public and those who regulate it.

The Foundation builds relationships with academic and governmental organizations to develop and enunciate public policy for on-premise signs. The Foundation develops basic research on the social, economic and aesthetic benefits of on-premise signage. The resounding message throughout the work of the Signage Foundation, Inc. is the goal of establishing full and unconditional acceptance and endorsement of the time, place and manner focus as a commitment to storefront signage.
You can always follow the guidelines provided in the Bitcoin lifestyle official site, to educate yourself about the trading robot and make good profits.
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Statistical Analysis of the Relationship between On-Premise Digital Signage and Traffic Safety




AMORTIZATION EXPLAINED

Case studies and overview of the legalities of amortization.





Arts & Science of Sign Design

Latest research into applicable scientific principles.
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